Fondazione Internazionale Balzan "Premio"
prot. n° 13587

February 2019

Sir/ Madam,
In regard to the attached letter from the Chairman of the Balzan Foundation's General Prize
Committee, Professor Luciano Maiani, we would be grateful if you would kindly farward
supporting statements far each candidate you deem worthy of an award. In arder to be valid, the
nominations must be supported by the fallowing documents:
a statement of reasons far the nomination (in English, German, French or Italian), including
mention of particularly important publications;
far candidates in the social sciences and the humanities, a bibliography, including the above
mentioned publications, citing publisher and publication year, and adding translations of
originai titles should there be works translated into other languages;
a list of 10 to 20 of their most important publications (with full bibliographical citation) far
candidates in the sciences;
a curriculum vitae specifying present position, main academic activities, date and place of
birth, nationality, residence and address;
a recent photograph (high resolution, jpg by email to balzan@balzan.it) with indication of
copyright if applicable.
It is to be noted that more than one candidate may be nominated far each prize subject.
Furthermore, they do not necessarily have to be part of the institution of the individua! making
the nomination, nor of the same nationality.
Persona! applications will not be considered.
Nominations must reach the Genera! Prize Committee by March 15, 2019.
Ali of the above documentation should be addressed to the
Chairman of the Genera! Prize Committee
Professor Luciano Maiani
Attention: Secretariat of the
International Balzan Foundation "Prize"
P.tta U. Giordano, 4
I-20122 Milano, Italia
Yours faithfully,
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Secretary Genera!
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